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club, and to whom the Russian statesman had given his aged
heart. Villa des JLoses—the name was an allusion to her old
profession. The Medici retained pills in their coat of arms
to remind them that they came of an ancient House of
Apothecaries, so why should not Lina Braun introduce roses
into her escutcheon ? It was only by very little that the
Berlin bouqwtiere missed becoming Princess Gorchakov.
In such frivolities did the old Russian Chancellor indulge
in Baden-Baden, while the paladins of the empire filed in
dignified restraint past His Imperial Majesty.
One name in this guest-book has a tragic story: " Arnim,"
Imperial German Ambassador in Paris. , . , Other names
we were familiar with, from having seen them for decades in
the columns of the Press: Lchndorf, Lindcquist and Radzi-
will or the Imperial Physician, Langcnbeck, Schliep, Lauer
and Leuthold. . . . And into the drabncss of the Prussian
Court, which was not so drab after all, burst such radiant
stars as Frans Liszt or Christine Nilson, The Empress
Elizabeth of Austria also stayed here from time to time. As
ever, she preferred to be alone on her walks to the old castle
and the Ebersteinburg. She immersed herself in the poetic
mysteries of the locality, which have so inspired Uhknd's
muse. We find the Emperor's name twice, and once the
child-like writing of Marie Valerie, Archduchess of Austria.
The Empress always stayed in the charming single-storied
Villa Wilhelma in the middle of the Messmer gardens from
which the view stretched to the ruins of the old castle.
I, too, lived under this roof when I was in Baden-Baden,
and in the evening I was able to drowse through the playing,
not exactly of harps and flutes, but of cards, for the house
was chiefly occupied by distinguished Russians of both sexes,
Baden-Baden having always been a favourite resort of dis-
tinguished Russian society. And so bridge went on far into
the night, Lovely women played their hands with fierce
concentration in the salon which adjoined my room. It
seemed a pity that such intensity should not be devoted to a
nobler end.
A MEMORY OE TUE.GENIEV
Once I found Princess Biilow deep in the reading of
Turgeniev's novel $mkt, the scene of which is set in

